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Cyberwellness Values and the Internet
in Singapore
By Bernard Tan, Chairman, National Internet Advisory Committee, Singapore

Singapore was one of the very first
nations in Asia to join the world of

international computer networking and the
Internet. In 1987, the National University
of Singapore became the first permanently
connected BITNET node in Asia outside
Japan. As BITNET provided a gateway to
the Internet, it can be said that Singapore
then truly joined the international network-
ing community.

In 1991, Singapore expanded its BITNET
links into a fully-fledged Internet gateway,
and for the first time Singaporeans were
able to gain access to all of the facilities of
the still developing Internet.

The MDA's role and the NIAC

In 1996, the National Internet Advisory
Committee (NIAC) was established as an
Advisory Committee to the then Singapore
Broadcasting Authority or SBA (now recon-
stituted as the Media Development Author-
ity or MDA). The Internet was by this time
establishing itself as an important new
medium of tremendous potential, and the
SBA, which was the regulatory authority

in Singapore for the broadcasting industry,
was charged with the additional respon-
sibility for the regulation of content in the
new medium.

The Singapore Government had, at the
very outset, clearly understood that the
Internet was a medium which could pres-
ent almost limitless opportunities, but
which also presented serious challenges
to the fabric of society and social harmony.
It took the bold step of keeping the Inter-
net as an open medium, but made the
symbolic gesture of blocking one hundred
websites which it considered to be unde-
sirable or harmful.

It may appear that such a gesture is futile,
especially as one hundred sites constitutes
a microscopic fraction of all the web sites
now online, and as these sites can be
accessed by a skilled and determined
websurfer.

However, the Government has made it
very clear that this move is merely sym-
bolic of its disapproval of such harmful
sites, and that in essence the Internet is
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fully openly accessible in Singapore.

Code of practice

Websites in Singapore are subject to an
MDA Class Licence Scheme which is
an automatic licensing regime in which
Internet Content Providers do not need
to obtain prior approval from MDA to start
and operate a website. The MDA, with
the encouragement of the NIAC, operates
this scheme with a light touch, and Internet
service and content providers have to
exercise their own judgement to ensure
their contents comply with an Internet
Code of Practice.

This Code, which the NIAC helped
to develop, outlines a set of minimal
standards to safeguard users, especially
children, from harmful content such
as child pornography and materials
which may give rise to racial or religious
disharmony.

The NIAC advises the MDA on Internet
content as well as on the promotion of the
positive aspects of the Internet. Its mem-
bership represents a broad cross-section
of the Internet stakeholders in Singapore,
ranging from the ISPs, the Internet content
industry, to members of the user com-
munity, such as primary and secondary
schools.

One of the earliest recommendations
made by the NIAC to the MDA was for the
provisions of the Class License guidelines
to be spelt out more clearly and unambigu-
ously, which resulted in simpler and more
easily understandable guidelines.

The protection of children and teen-
agers

The NIAC, in the ten years or so of its
existence, has focused on a number of key
areas, such as the education and protec-
tion of children and teenagers, industry
self-regulation, and the promotion of the
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Internet among the disadvantaged. It
has, for example, issued model voluntary
guidelines for industry content regulation
as well as for the safeguarding of privacy.
It has also promoted the wider use of the
Internet among disadvantaged groups
such as the visually handicapped, as well
as senior citizens.

Perhaps the most important work of the
NIAC has been in the protection of chil-
dren from the negative and harmful effects
of the Internet. The NIAC initially focused
its attention on young children below the
age of twelve, and worked with the MDA
in the establishment of a user action group
known as PAGi - the Parents Advisory
Group for the Internet.

PAGi, under an enthusiastic and energetic
volunteer committee, in a few short years
significantly raised the public's awareness
of the need to protect young children on
the Internet, and disseminated information
on this to more than 90,000 parents and
children.

While PAGi concentrated on children
under twelve, who could be reached
through their parents, the NlAC subse-
quently focused its attention on teenagers
who were increasingly living in an Internet
and IT-centred world, for example in mas-
sively multi player role-playing computer
games, chat rooms and blogging. We saw
a need to communicate with these teenag-
ers and to help them understand that the
right values were needed in Cyberspace
just as in the real world.

(to next page)
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Cyberwellness values

The NIAC thus worked together with
community organizations to set up pro-
grammes which would reach teenagers
effectively, not through parents or guard-
ians whom they were less prone to listen
to than younger children, but through their
peers. More than 120,000 teenagers have
been trained to demonstrate how the Inter-
net can work as a positive medium if the
right values and attitudes are adopted.

This long-term programme, which we call
"Cyberwellness", is still being developed,
but we have already defined a set of four
values for Internet usage which we believe
could be adopted world-wide:

1. Astuteness and awareness i.e.
the intelligent and smart use of the
Internet.

2. Respect for others and the respon-
sible use of the Internet.

3. Balance between the virtual and
real worlds in Internet and IT use.
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4. Empowering and inspiring others in
one's positive use of the Internet.

Future challenges

The NIAC anticipates new challenges in
the near future from advancing technology,
such as 3G mobile phones and the wire-
less internet. The difficulties which face
parents struggling to keep up with their
children's Internet use are multiplied many-
fold when their children have Internet
access through mobile media such as 3G
mobile phones.

Many problematical issues have surfaced
in Japan, which pioneered such usage
through developments like Docomo's 1-
mode.

As technology progresses more and
more rapidly, the NIAC and other like-
minded bodies will be severely challenged
to ensure that the Internet and the new
media which will follow in its wake can be
maintained as vehicles for the positive
benefit of all, both young and old.
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